Navigation - How do birds do it?

Now that we have some sense of who migrates, the general destination for
migrants, and some of the factors that influence migration, lets learn how
they manage to find their way during migration. The fact that birds migrate is
interesting, but the fact that an individual bird can repeatedly return to the
same small plot of ground year after year after traveling thousands of miles
is amazing! Imagine if you were asked to make the migration between
Alaska and New Zealand, non-stop, just like the bar-tailed godwit. I
wouldn’t expect you to flap your arms or swim—I’d give each of you a
plane (that had no navigational aids) and tell you that you have 10% more
fuel in the plane than you need to make the trip, so you don’t have much
time to wander about. I think we know how many of you would make it.

How do birds reliably move from point A to point B on a map? This question
has fascinated ornithologists forever. Despite the tremendous interest in
navigation capacity in birds, we still lack a complete picture. Let’s briefly
review some of what we know.

Displacement experiments

The first experiments to confirmed that birds
could home to specific locations were
displacement experiments. That is, birds
were captured at a breeding location, moved
some specified distance away in a random
direction and released. Meanwhile,
researchers back at the breeding location
watched to see who returned. As the table
above shows you, many individuals returned
to their breeding location, in some cases
nearly all birds returned, and in several
cases, they made it back by traveling a
considerable distance!

Emlen funnels

Emlen Funnels
One of the most common tools used to study migration behavior is the
Emlen funnel. The funnel, shown above, is an inverted cone covered with
a wire screen to keep the bird from leaving. Traditionally, the floor of the
funnel was an ink pad, and birds would coat their feet in ink which would
be transferred to the walls of the funnel as they hopped trying to leave. By
looking at the distribution of the ink staining on the walls of the funnel,
biologists can infer the direction the bird intended to depart. As shown
above, during spring migration, birds orient northwards and during fall they
orient southwards.

More sophisticated units today use motion sensing technology, but the
results are the same. With Emlen funnels, ornithologists can conduct
experiments that test ideas about how birds migrate.
The Emlen funnel is named after its inventors, Stephen and John Emlen;
see the supplemental materials for the original paper describing the Emlen
funnel.

Types of navigation
1. Simple piloting = use physical cues to navigate
- Landscape cues (rivers, mtns., lakes…)
- Requires learning of cues
2. Orientation = the ability to maintain a compass
heading.
3. True navigation = bi-coordinate ability
- orient to specific site, regardless of origin
- must know not only where you want to go,
but where you currently are

A Matter of Degree

There are three general categories of
directional movements. The first thing to
understand is that birds likely use all of
these methods to some degree or another
and the relative importance of each may
vary with space, time, and destination.

Simple piloting

Sky Pilots

Simple piloting is the reliance on physical cues (like
mountain ranges, rivers, or coastlines) to arrive at a
destination. You and I do this every day, and regardless
of the species we are talking about, it’s a skill that relies
entirely on learned experiences. Piloting can have
utility over long distances, but it’s not particularly
helpful when traveling over shapeless landscapes like
the open ocean, when migrating at night, or when flying
through or above clouds.

Orientation vs. True Navigation

Orientation vs True Navigation
Displacement experiments can also be used to determine if birds
were using orientation (vector navigation) or true navigation. As a
hypthothetical example, consider a population of mythical birds
breeding in Scandinavia and wintering in Spain (shown by the thin
line above.) In this experiment, we capture birds during mid
migration on the English coast, displace them east to mainland
Europe, let them go, and see how they proceed from that point.
Birds that are orienting (vector navigating) will continue their
migration along the general southwest heading, following the
southwesterly vector they were on. Birds that are using true
navigation will alter their direction to head back to their traditional
wintering area in central Spain.

White-crowned Sparrow Study
Here’s an example of a displacement experiment using whitecrowned sparrows. The population migrated along the west coast
from Alaska to Southern California. The researchers captured
individuals in Seattle and moved them to Princeton, NJ. Rather
than releasing the birds, they placed them in Emlen funnels. As the
figure in the upper right clearly shows, adults (blue) were indicating
an interest in departing in a direction that would take them back to
southern California (using true navigation), while juveniles (red)
oriented south (vector navigating).
This study demonstrates a pervasive pattern in avian migration
research: juvenile birds on their first migration largely use
orientation, while adults use true navigation. This makes sense
as young birds do not know there specific destination. So, they
can’t use true navigation. Once a destination has been
determined by the first migration in fall, then birds make an effort to
return to that spot each year.

Orientation: Solar cues
No mirror→
light comes
from E →
bird orients
to NW
Mirror →
light comes
from N →
bird orients
to SW

Sunrise
in the
east

The sun rises in the east and sets in the west; north must therefore be 90
degrees “left” of sunrise, and south is 90 degrees “right” of sunset. Could
birds use similar solar cues to orient? Using Emlen funnels, researchers
conducted tests to confirm that birds use solar cu
An experiment to test if the sun could be a compass placed starlings in an
Emlen funnel that was dark, except for slots open to the outside where the
bird could see the sunrise. When the sun rose in the east, the bird
oriented itself in the Emlen funnel toward the northwest, just like they do
when migrating in the wild (top figure). Then, researchers placed an
opaque window with a mirror on it on each slot, such that the mirror
deflected the sun’s rays 90 degrees to the south (bottom figure), the bird
perceived the eastern sunrise to come from the north and oriented itself 90
degrees (to the SW), where it perceived east to be. Therefore, birds orient
at a fixed angle from the direction of the sunrise to find north.
But how do birds keep oriented as the sun moves across the sky? More
sophisticated experiments, called clock shifting experiments, indicate that
birds have an internal clock that allows them to change orientation to the
sun as it arcs through the sky.
What would you predict about the orientation of birds on cloudy mornings?

Orientation: Stellar cues

Star Navigators
There is only one northern hemisphere star in the night sky that does not
move: Polaris, the north star. Do birds rely on Polaris exclusively to find a
northern bearing? To answer this question, researchers put birds in Emlen
funnels inside a planetariums, where the researchers could control what
stars a bird sees and location of the stars in the sky. As researchers shifted
the position of the stars, the birds oriented North; but even when
researchers “deleted” Polaris from the night sky, birds could still orient
North correctly. What’s going on?
Polaris is special not only because it always points north, but because the
other stars in the night sky rotate around Polaris. Another important feature
of the night sky is while stars are rotating around Polaris, the position of all
the stars and constellations relative to each other does not change as the
night progresses. For example, the location of the North Star is in the
same place relative to the Big Dipper (at the end of the dipper’s “handle”)
regardless of time of night. Therefore, you can always find the north star
by knowing its position relative to the Big Dipper.

Star Navigators
Is it possible that birds rely on the broad pattern of stars in the sky to find
north? Researchers tested this in the planetarium by jumbling the position
of constellations surrounding Polaris in relation to each other. When
researchers jumbled the constellations, birds were no longer able to orient
North. Therefore, birds seem to rely on a broad pattern of stars and
constellations surrounding Polaris; the fixed positioning of constellations
allows birds to determine north or south at any time of night. Furthermore,
researchers tried deleting portions of constellations, and found that birds
were even able to orient correctly when some of these stars and
constellations were deleted. This means birds would be able to orient
North under partially visible (i.e. cloudy) skies by seeing only parts of
constellations. Pretty nifty!

Orientation: Geomagnetic cues

Vector navigation is great, but that still only lets a bird move along a
specific compass bearing. In order to truly navigate you have to
know where you are and where you want to go. For us, that means
we need two coordinates (latitude and longitude) for each location.
So, how are birds determining position? The best bet at this
moment is that most birds are relying on the earth’s geomagnetic
field.

This is a very active area of current research and the exact
mechanisms for how this might work have not been clearly worked
out. Suffice it to say, the geomagnetic field around the earth varies
by position and if birds can perceive these differences (which
seems a virtual certainty at the moment) they can find their position
anywhere on the globe.
How do birds sense geomagnetism? Again, this is another area of

Geomagnetic Orientation of
European Robins

Other forms of navigation

Navigating by Smell & Sound
1.Some work suggests smell may be an important navigational aid
for some species of bird. Dimethyl sulfide emissions increase
over ocean waters where phytoplankton are plentiful
(e.g., above upwellings that bring nutrients into the water column)
and are being actively grazed by zooplankton (recall the material
on avian smell). Such emissions are often predictably present at
certain locations and these locations may provide tube-nosed
seabirds with navigational guideposts on an otherwise flat ocean.
However, this seems at best a learned mechanism.
2. Infrasound – infrasound is sound produced at very low
frequencies, outside the range of human hearing. The idea here
is that specific geologic locations emit identifiable infrasound that
carries a great distance and can be perceived by birds. I’m not
sure what to think about this one at this time, as the data are
sparse.

